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THE EMERGENCY AT WASHINGTON

How Promptly and Successfully Treated.

By TELEGRAPHERS KEPT BUSY.

Secretary Told: "Prepared Out at West Point, Gen. Samuel G. Field, the Credit.

OTHER NEWS AT NATIONAL CAPITOL.

LUSTER DIES IN ASYLUM

Mas A Complete Physical Wreck.

GUTHRIE WIFE MURDERED

Was Cumberland Telephone Operator. When He Was Kite Wits and Died.

THE HORRIBLE SWEET REVIEW.

Poor lunatic patient at the Western Asylum for the insane.

DEATH IS NOT THE END.

What "Old City" Stirs.

When he was killed during his battle with General Grant, the national capital was for the first time evicted from the control of the Confederacy. The city was in ruins, and the President had to flee to Point Lookout, Maryland, in order to establish a government. After the war, a new government was established in Washington, and the city was rebuilt. Today, Washington is the capital of the United States and is a symbol of national unity.

REBUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

Temporarily Structures Are Appearing.

SAN FRANCISCO, April 24.--Many new temporary structures have begun to appear in the city. All of the ruined districts have been closed to the public, and the city has been gradually taking shape. The rebuilding of San Francisco has been a remarkable feat, and the city is a testament to the resilience of the human spirit.

GREENWICH VILLAGE WITNESSES BEAUTIFUL MOONRISE.

The moonrise was a beautiful sight, and the sky was a magnificent canvas. The moonlight was reflected in the water, and the entire scene was a breathtaking sight.

GRAND DISEASES: KENTUCKY SCHOOLS

This is the first time the schools in Kentucky have been closed due to a grand disease. The state has taken measures to prevent the spread of the disease, and the schools are being closely monitored.

In the last letter to the Bureau of Education, it was stated that the schools in Kentucky were not affected by the disease, but that was not true. The schools were closed due to the disease, and the state took measures to prevent its spread.

In addition to the schools, the state also took measures to prevent the spread of the disease to the community. The governor issued an order to close all schools in the state, and the state took measures to prevent the spread of the disease to the community.
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“My Feet and Legs

In 1860, and my mother was so sickly that I was forbidden to eat

“La Creole” Will Restore those Gray Hairs

“La Creole” is a natural coloring preparation, scientifically formulated to

Wine of Cardui

Cardui Relieves Pain

caused by curable female diseases. It acts directly on the woman’s
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“He Attends to Business

That Delighted Aid to Health

Paxtine

Toilet Antiperspirant

For Half a Century
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McConnell & Stone
Marion, Ky.

It's Human Nature
To get all you can for your money, and what you can for nothing. Saturday, the 23rd day of April, 1906, we are going to give away a few Two-Dollar-and-Fifty-Cent Gold Pieces. Looks good, don't it? It's a fact.

And Here's the Plan
We've got a lot of $10.00 suits, and up, in fact too many, and naturally we want to sell them. So Saturday, the 23rd, with every fifty suit at $10.00, we are going to give the lucky purchaser a Two-Dollar-and-Fifty-Cent Gold Piece.

These suits are all wool and hand tailored all New snappy styles with our personal guarantee as to the value. The fabrics are in both solid colors and HIGH ART NOVELTIES.

McConnell & Stone, Marion, Kentucky.
THE SITUATION AT SAN FRANCISCO

REAL Ports OF THE NEEDS FILLING BY FIVE BUREAU INSURANCE EXPERTS SAY THE LOSS IS $200,000,000

\[\text{Article content missing}\]

SANTA ROSA A SUFFERER

\[\text{Article content missing}\]
A White Season Promised

We have recently received the new series of prints with patterned money designs which will be issued by a group of banks in the west. These designs are very original and have won the highest praise. There are a number of very interesting features to these new designs, and they will be of great interest to all collectors of bank notes.

The designs include a variety of themes, from paisley patterns to floral motifs, and each one is unique. The most striking feature is the use of intricate and detailed patterns, which add a touch of elegance and sophistication to each note. The colors used are vibrant and diversified, ensuring that each note stands out in its own right.

The new designs are expected to be very popular among collectors, and we anticipate a high demand for these banknotes. It is advisable for collectors to act quickly in securing these limited-edition pieces, as they are expected to sell out very soon.

We encourage all collectors to visit our store to view the new designs and place their orders. The banknotes are available at competitive prices, and we guarantee satisfaction in every aspect of our products.

We look forward to serving our valued customers and providing them with the best in collectibles.